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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations have been made on a .0035
scale model North American Rockwell/General Dynamics version of the space
shuttle in the NASA/MSFC 14 x 14 Inch ,Trisonic Wind Tunnel. Static sta-
bility and control data were obtained on the delta wing booster alone (B-20)
and with the delta wing orbiter (134D) mounted in various positions on the
booster. Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded over
o 40 0 60an angle of attack range from -10 to 2 at 0 and sideslip angles and
from _100 to +100 Gideslip at 00 angle of attack. Mach number ranged from
0.6 to 4.96.
This document is the first of four volumes presenting the results of






Launch Configuration Piggyback Baseline
Launch Configurations Piggyback, Belly to Belly and
Incidence Variations
Launch Configurations Component Data
Booster, Orbiter Build-up
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II Dataset Collation Sheets
III Dimensional Data
IV Index of Model Figures









































angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind XW-ax1s on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
sideslip angle, angle bet~een the wind XW-ax1s
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rota~ed toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
ipeed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
dynamic pressure; 1/2PV; psi, psf
·Mach number; V/ a














wing area; m2, ft2
reference area; m2, ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in






aerodynamic chord or reference
ft, in (see 1 f or LREF)
re




abbreviation fOr moment reference point
abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis































force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis




















normal force coefficient; FN/qS
axial force coefficient; FA/qS
base axial force coefficient;
[-1] [(Pt> - PCXl)/q] (Ab/S)
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
yawing moment coefficient; Mz/qS bref








Common to Both Axis Systems
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS fref
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
lift force coefficient; FtlqS
drag force coefficient; FnIqS
base drag coefficient





yawing moment coefficient; Mz,s/qS bref
rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref
lift-to-drag ratio; CLIen

































horizdntal tail incidence; positive when
tra.iling edge down; degrees
symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive deflections are:
aileron - total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
canard trailing edge down
elevon trailing edge down
elevator - trailing edge down
flap trailing edge down
rudder trailing edge to the left
spoiler trailing edge down
tab trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - tra.11ing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
lett spoiler - trailing edge down












The booster model ~8S composed of the following components
B20 - body (see Figure 8)
W14 - ~ing (see Figure 9)
C4B - canard (see Figure 10)
V8 - vertical stabilizer (see Figure 11)
and ~as tested alone in the complete configuration as ~ell as in a buildup
mode. The orbiter model consisted of
B5 - body ( see Figure 12)
W17 - ~ing ( see Figure 13)
V17 - vertical stabilizer (see Figure 14)
and ~as tested in a buildup mode on the complete booster and along ~ith
a booster buildup mode. It was also tested as a complete model at various
mounting positions on the booster. The Dataset Collation Sheets give a
complete summary of the configurations investigated. There were five orbi-
ter mounting positions tested. For the piggy-back mode, where the orbiter
was mounted on top of the booster, the baseline position had the orbiter
nose ahead of the booster (position 1) as shown in Figures 1 and 6. There
~ere two alternate positions tested in the piggyback mode and had the orbi-
ter nose aligned with the booster nose (position 2, Figure 2 and 6) and
the orbiter nose aft of the booster nose (position 3, Figure 3 and 6). Two
belly-to-belly mounting positions were tested where the orbiter was slung




orbiter nose forward of the booster nose (position 4, Figures 4 and 6)
and the alternate position had the orbiter nose well aft of the booster
nose base to base (position 5, Figure 5 and 6).
Pertinent dimensional information on each of the model components tested




The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or at~ospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing.~t Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40oF dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocati~g unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where th~ air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulicall~ controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 '(:±100 ). Sting offsets are
o
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25 •
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DATA REDUCTION
The six aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the strain gauge balance
were reduced to coefficient form in the body axis system utilizing the fol-
lowing reference dimensions:
c = booster wing mean aerodynamic chord = 3.095 inches
=
=
booster wing planform area =
= booster wing span = 6.099 inches
Moments are referenced, in all cases, about the booster nose which is booster
fuselage station 0, water line 0, butt line 0.
For the launch configuration and booster alone tests, static pressures w~re
measured at two locations on the booster base as shown in Figure 15. These
pressures were utilized to correct the measured axial force coefficient to
one which assumed free-stream static pressure at the base. The calculation
of this base axial force correction was:
where
=
- [CPbl - Poo)Abl + C~b2 - Poo)Ab?]/qoo ~EF








the balance cavity area. This force coefficient correction was determined by
where
Therefore the final corrected axial force coefficient was:
:::;
SADSAC calculation routines were utilized to obtain stability axis data; to
determine the center of pressure location as a percent of body length (XCP/L);
to calculate cross-derivative data (Cy~, ~6 ,CY6 etc.); and to determinee a





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 6.5 x 106 5.58 97
. 0.9 6.9 x 106. 7.96 95
1.0 6. 7 x 106 8.33 98
1.1 6.7x106 8.73 96
1.2 6.6 x 106 8.98 97
1. 46 6.6 x 106 9.56 99
1. 96 8.9 x 106 12.80 96
2 qq 4 4 x 106 4 95 9R
4.96 6. 1 x 106 3.40 99
.





PM 185 in. 1be
.YM 160 in. lbe







O. 3 0 '
O. ~%
No satisfactory method is known for determining the absolute

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body for 13-15B Delt~ Wing Configuration, cAtendcd.
1~ove~ ba~ic (B19) body
DRAWING NUMBER: Vl'-70-105222
DIHENSIONS:
























.TABLE III .( CONCWDED)
. MODEL COMPONENT: __·_W~in~go---:W~..J 4_..-.....:-- -.....-.......... ....:.- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: W 10 modified to unswept trailing.edge and with twist .. "
and with.leadin
























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta.' of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC




























*Fus elage stations are relative to an origin 3.500 inches ahead of



















At lnb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)





MODEL COMPONENT:· Vertical· Tail. V8-----~-----~-...;......-~---







At Inbld equiv. chord
A~ OutbId equiv. chord







WT-71-105803 ·Sheet 1, Chg. Ltr. C

















TABLE Itt (CONTINUED) . .
MODEL COMPONENT: . .=.BO::.::D;.:...Y_.. ----..:~;..,;... ..;...;......-,;,..~_~....;.;...__-:.;,... ____
tENEAAL DESCRIPTION: ... m2~J.34~ boc1Y." nelta·~·'or.bit~r'boay ihe1~d1ng a
canopy on the upper 'St.u"face 8ft o-t the nose. The model, scale factor 1s
0.OO3~
, . . .




f-lax. Width I in.






















G~NERAL Ot::SCRIPTIOU: . I>!lto. viPS "ith ··5· t·.n3t and rounded vln~ tip.. \ling
. b'end" 'eta hQdy, EQ11mcs'ug 11n~s dre~1ng 99Q2-l~4D.
MOdel Scale • 0.0035
DRAWING NUt·1SER:
DIMENSIONS:

























AerodYnzmic Twist. degrees(about T.E)
Toe-In Angle
Cant Angle
Sweep Bac.k Angles. degrees'
Leading Edge 60.056 60.056
. Tral11 ng Edge 0.000 . 0.M)
0.25 Element Line 52.k73 52 ''3'3
Chords: In.
Root (Hing Sta. 0.0) ....~._12~.91 ~.315
Tip, (equivalent) N.s. 647.97) 116.45 o'.IJ08
HAC (~I.S. 234.63) 828.64 2 r900
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC . ..,{' ilia.52 5.21.5
. W.P. of .25 MAC ,: ,.r . .27 . 0, lEg
8.L. of .25 MAC, :.;' ;: 232,88 0.815
Airfoil Section , . :;,t~.,:'; .Root (~I.S. 241.80) ..:.: __..J,NA~C~a:l....:OOO~:.o:;;9-~64::::.. _



















Root, (Equlv.) (w.s. 237.61) ~i·51 ~:p.~.
Tip, (Equlv.) (w.s. 647.97) 11 ,45
HAC (w.s. 391.34) 558,63 ...l.....tl~~S~-
Fus. StaG of ,25 MAC lIQl,Q3 .~~.9~5~!L ___
W.P. of .25 MAC 65·37 Q:.iI2~2~g__
B.L. of .25 MAC 388.43 10;:.35"'"9:...-__
LEA»mo En--::: ron "6,13 0,00057
,PlaDform area, ft,2 '.' uP",P6 Ai. ,1IQ
,Lead,1n03 edge !nter&ects F\1S.MLft Sta., 1n. lh.'25.73 4.u~') 24
Ieadlna; eC3.e interr~cts vine:: L.:... ra stn•• 'n, __ . _ .. ;.• _ ••- •










.6IU£RAL DESCR'!PTION: CeIlterl1ne vert1eal. frt.;,.bU1.7.er w1-tb 1;be ~ (h1Ll1" eJ\gle)
welge 'tTall.1ng edge. Used nth ae1.ta '\T1n~ 0l'OJ1t~1" boa,y 115 {CODfiguration





























Ael"OdylUl1lli c T~Ii st, degrees
Toe-In Angle, iiegreea
Cant A~le, degrees
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
leading Edge .~.o
Trailing £dge J. .134
C.2S nement line 39.3E>7
CbDrds:: ~ore1;1eaJ. tip, iD. U7. CS3
Root 'W.P. 27.4.29, in. 399.29
Tip. (equ;valent),(rl.P. 64&.90 1n),1n~r,'.~~
Me (W.P. 428.19 :1n.), 111. 25frt~
Fus.. Sta. of .25 MAC, 1D. 20 .10
W.P. of .25 MAC, in. J~29.55
11.1. of .25 fw'.AC, 1D. '. ,. .. 0.0
Airfoil Sectio~ Wedge shape Wi'th L.E.B. lUld i'lii !r.E.











fuse Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 HAC

















TABLE VI. nIDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
~osition 1 (Baseline, Piggyback)
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 2
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 3
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 4 (Baseline, Belly-to-Belly)
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 5
Booster-Orbiter Mounting Relationships
Booster Body - ~O
Booster Wing - W14
Booster Canard - C4B
Booster Tail - V8
Orbiter Body - B5
Orbiter Wing - W17
Orbiter Vertical Stabilizer - V17




























TABLE V INDEX OF DATA FIGURES
Longitudinal Characteristics of Booster
Longitudinal Characteristics of Booster
Components B20, V8, W14 and C4B
Lateral Directional Characteristics
Longitudinal Characteristics of Booster
Longitudinal Characteristics of Booster -
Alpha = 0 Degrees
Longitudinal Characteristics of Booster
Booster Characteristics at Zero and 6 Degrees
Angle of Sideslip
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NORTH AMIlt.ICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
Delta WiDa Boo.ter - (CoDt'4)
5'-7'8'
II

























































































NORTH AM_AN ROCKWEl.L CORPORATION
~WTO~L • 828.64 in.










TIP CHORD (BL 546.07)
0012-64 SERIES AIRFOIL
!=U;'Uf1.E. 13. WING W17 9992-134 D Configuration
NOm;L DESCFIprlIIm~ - CONTINU}~lJ
lJ:i.mcnBionnl DE.ta. •. Continued
-:-Oelta-Wjni~-Orhlter - Continued
-r~~'-
Cr,!,> =I: CI.13 -or'-_.
EQUIIi
.-~-- W.P. 1,5'1.8'
'- ..1-__----1 _._._-_.- TOP OF l:a>( 85 (w.p. 2.74,29)
~/"Ur<E 14.








NOTE: Location of pressure tEtPS may vary slichtly as inctalla.tion will
be made during test setup.






















































































































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBO~ CON~IGURATION OESCRIPTION
(H5Z05AI () MS~C490 GO OE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8









































































- . - c - 4 - fl o • • LO 12
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(MSZ05A I (.) MS~C490 GO Dt::L TA l3COSTER B20~BW14V8











































II r.:.I -iO - . -. - 4
- 2 0 2 • • • iO &I!
i ••
i ••




































MSFC490 GO OELTA BOOSTER BZOC4BW14ve












































































C! 4 a 118
ANGLE OF ATTACKD ALPHA. DEGREES
Dt\Yt\ SZY 9YMBOL. CONF"lGURArION DESCFlI?YXON
(11520914) C) MSFC490 GO OEL.YA BOOSTER B2DC4BW14V8
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MS~C490 ~O DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8










































































- 0 - G - 4 II Itil 118
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA reT SYMBOl. CQIlFIGURATIQIl DESCRIPTIQIl
(M~209AI () MSFC490 GO OELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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6 • 10 12






MSFC490 GO OELTA BOOSTER BZOC4BW14Ve
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MSFC490 GD D,LTA BOOSTER B20C46Wt4VO




























































-12 -10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC490 GO DEL.TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
























































































- I'l -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • 8 so
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0" lA SZT SYMeo~ COiIIF"IGURA TION OESCR IPTIOI'I
(M1I209A I 0 MSFC490 GO OE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14va












SREF l' .6560 SQ IN
~REF '.0950 INCHES










































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.04





MSFC490 GO DELT. BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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MS,C490 GC CE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14Va
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-Ia -Ia -. -.
- 4 - 2 a 2 • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA !lET SYMBOL
(H320'A) Cl
( H3206A ) z:s
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BWI4V8












































































~S~C490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BWi4V0












SRE~ 15.6560 se IN
LREF '.0950 INCHES
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MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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MS.C490 GO OELTA BOOSTER B20C4BWI4VG

































































-12 -10 - . - 8 -. - 2 o 2 • • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8






































































- 8 - 4 - Ii3 o 2 to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA sa:T ilYMBOL CONI'"!GURATIOI DESCRIPTION
(MS205AI l.'l M$P"C4ll0 GO DELTA BO:l5TER B20C4BWI4Va
















































































-. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MS~C490 GD DELTA BOOSTER 820C48W14V8















































































- '" - 4 - 2
o 2 aD
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SZT CVMOOl. Ca-lFIGURATlON DESCRIPTlCf\l
(H~20SAI () MS~C490 GO DEl.TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14VG


































































































MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14VS



















































































8 ~ 'l::'iO -. - 6 - 4 - a D Ii! 4 • • aD 1'.8
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA S!.ET SYMBOL CCil'IFXC;URATION D~SClHPTION
(Hlil20SlA I 0 MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTf;R B20C4BW14va






















































































-ill -iO - . -. - 4 - z o It II • iO ill
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET syMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(HSZO'A) 0 MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
















































































-. - e -. - Ii! a 2 4 e 8 10 1\8
ANGLE OF AT~ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA S!ZT SYMBOL
(M1l205A) l.l
( M1l20GA ) z:s
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14ve
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-10
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(M320'A) 0 HSF'C490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14Ve
































































MSFC490 GD DEL.TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14Va
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ANGLE
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- 8 - II - .. - 2 o 2 .. II 8 10 III
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONF'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H'Z05AI (.) MSF'C490 GO DEl.TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8














































































--f-I--- - 1-- - - -- --
- t--~ -- f- f-- f---I-- _. _. -- ---
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MSVC400 GO O~LTA BOOSTER 6~OC4BW14VG








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL




MSFC...90 GO CELTA BOOSTER BZOC4BW14V8












































































- 8 - B - 4 13 8 10
ANGLE GF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SZT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(HS20SA) 0 MSFC49D GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14va
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MSrC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8




































































- 8 - G - 4 - e a 4 8 1'.0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SZY 5YMEIOL CONFIGURATJCtl DESCRIPTICtl
(H3205t1) Cl MSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14ve







































































- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 6 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL C~FIGURATI~ CESCRIPTI~
(H32D5AI 0 MSFC490 GC CELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8








































































- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 e liD
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 55T SYMBOL CONF"IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IH~205A) r.1 MSrC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER BaOC4BW14V8





































































































MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B2UC4BW14V8

















































































ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES




MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B2DC4BW14va




































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL
(H3205A) 0
( H3206A ) z:s
HACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V6
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlOO DESCRIPTlCH
(M320SAJ () MSFC490 GO OE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8




















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOSTER
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- 2-12 -10 - 8 - ., a 2 ., • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MS~C490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8




















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOS,ER
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- 8 - 8 - 4
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(H3205A) () MSFC490 GD CELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8




















LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOSTER
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MSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8














































































MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8


































































- • - • - 4 - 2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MS~C490 GO OE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8

































































- 8 - 8 - 4 - Ii! 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
MACM 2.990
DATA SE T SYMBOL
(H3211SA I 0
( M32l16A I z:s
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
M$FC4g0 GO DELTA BOOSTER B211C4BW14Va





































































-10 - . -. - 4 - 2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBO~ CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H5205A) () MS~C490 GO DE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14Ve
















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA seT OVMBOI.. C~F"lGURAT1ON DESCRIPTION
(H~20SA) () MSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14VG
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-. -. - 4 - 2 a-l2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC490 GO DEL.TA BOOSTER B20C4BWl4ve





































































































- 4 - a
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE iNFORMATi~DATA SZT 5lVMBOL
IM3205A) 0
I H320GA ) z:;
CONFiGURATiON D£SCRiPTiON
MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14ve

























































































MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BWI4V8
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MS'C490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B2UC4BW14VO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 5ET SyMBOl.
CH3205Al 0
I H3206A I ZI
MACH
CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION
MsrC490 GO OEI.TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8































































- 8 - 4 - 8 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
->--
---- --- - --







( H320GA ) z:s
"lAC..,
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14ve












































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(H320'AI (] MSFC490 ~O DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8


































































- 6 - (5 - ~ - I; o 2 6
1--,__-- -~
--_. ""-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lIZT OYMOOI. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(MS209AJ () MSFC490 GO DEI.TA BOOSTER B2UC4BWI4va

































































- II!:- 4- .- 8-10
I.e
-Ie















































A3205A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO va
A3203A-43202A, CELTA CUE TO W14
43204A-A3201A, CELTA OUE TO W14
43202A-A3201A, OELTA OUE TO C4B
A3204A-A3203A, OELTA OUE TO C4B












BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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A3205A-A5203A, DELTA DUE TO va
A3203A-A5202A, DELTA DUE TO W14
A5204A-A3201A, DELTA DUE TO WI4
A3202A-A3201A, DELTA DUE TO C4B
A3204A-A3203A, DELTA DUE TO C4B
MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B2U
0.900
El£TA ELVATR AILRON
OF' GO BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 U.OOU
OF' GO BOOSTER 0.000
OF' GO BOOSTER 0.000
OF' GO BOOSTER 0.000
OF GO BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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A3205A-A3203A. DELTA DUE TO VB
A3203A-A3202A, DELTA DUE TO W14
A3204A-A3201A, DELTA DUE TO W14
A3202A-A3201A, OELTA DUE TO C4B
A3204A-A3203A, DELTA CUE TO C4B












EV"f.lSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION


















































































ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA seT SyMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION lS£T" ELVATR AILRON
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- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION ETA ELVATR AILRON
(A32100) 9 A3205A-A3203A, DELTA DUE TO VB OF CD BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000("32101) "3203"-"3202", DELTA DUE TO 1.114 OF CD BOOSTER 0.000
("321021 § A3204,,-A3201A, DELTA DUE TO 1.114 OF CD BOOSTER 0.000("32103) "3202A-A3201A, DELTA DUE TO C4B OF CD BOOSTER 0.000("32104) "3204"-"3203A, DEL T" DUE TO C4B OF CD BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
(J3201") D HSFC490 CO DELTA BOOSTER 820 0.000
""CH 1.960
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES
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A3205A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO va
A3203A-A3202A, CELTA DUE TO W14
A3204A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO W14
A3202A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO C46
,\3204A-A3203A,' CEL TA DUE TO C46







- 2 0 2 4 e
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON




BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION












































































-S2 -so - . -.
- 4 - 2 o 2 8 a so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION eETA ELVATR AILRON
(A'2100) 9 A'20'A-A'20'A, CELTA DUE TO va OF GD BOOSTER O.DOO 0.000 0.000(A'2101) A320'A-A'202A, DELTA DUE TO W14 OF GD BOOSTER 0.000(A'21l12 ) § A3204A-A'201A, CELTA DUE TO W14 OF GD er..oSTER 0.000(A32103) A3202A-A3201A, CEL TA CUE TO C4B OF GD BOOSTER 0.000(A32104 ) A3204A-A320'A, DELTA CUE TO C4B OF GD BOOSTER O.OUO 0.000 0.000
(J'201A) D HSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20 0.000
HACH 0.900
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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A3205A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO va OF GC
A3203A-A3202A, CELTA CUE TO W14 OF GC
A3204A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO W14 OF GC
A3202A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO C4B OF GC
A3204A-A3203A, CELTA DUE TO C4B OF GC
HSFC4g0 GC CELTA BOOSTER 820
1.100
Ili!:TA ELVATR AILRON




l300STER 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION














































































-12 -10 - . -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON
IA321001 9 A3Z05A-A3Z03A, DELTA OUE TO V8 OF GO BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000IA32101) A3Z03A-A3Z0ZA, DELTA DUE TO W14 OF GO BOOSTER 0.000
IA32102) ~ A3Z04A-A3Z01A, DELTA DUE TO W14 OF GO BOOSTER 0.000IA321031 A3202A-A3Z01A, DELTA DUE TO C4B OF GO BOOSTER 0.000IA321(4) A3Z04A-A3203A, DELTA CUE TO C4B OF GO BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 O.llOO
IJ3201A) D MSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER BZD 0.000
MACH 1.460
REFERENCE INF~MATION
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4320'A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO V8
A3203A-A3202A, CELTA CUE TO W14
A32044-A32014, CELTA CUE TO W14
A3202A-A32014, CELTA OUE TO C46
A3204A-A3203A, OELTA CUE TO C46












BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 O.OOll
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































































- 8 - IS - 4 - 2 o 2 8 IS 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON
(A32100) 9 A320'A-A3203A, DELTA DUE TO va OF GC BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000(A32101 ) A3203A-A3202A, DELTA CUE TO W14 OF GO BOOSTER 0.000
(A32102) § A3204A-A3201A, CELTA DUE TO W14 OF GO BOOSTER 0.000(A32103) A3202A-A3201A, DELTA CUE TO C46 OF GC BOOSTER 0.000(A32104 ) A3204A-A3203A, CEL TA DUE TO C46 OF GC BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
(J3201A) D MSFC490 GO CELTA BOOSTER 620 0.000
MACH 0.800
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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A3209"'-A320311, CELTA CUE TO va ~ GC
A3203A-A3202A, CELTA CUE TO W14 ~ GC
A3204A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO W14 ~ GO
A3202A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO C4B ~ GO
A320411-A3203A, CELTA DUE TO C4B ~ GO
"S.C490 GO DELTA BOOSTER 820
0.900
!£TA ELVATFl AILRON




BOOSTER 0·.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
REFERENCE IN.ORMATION



























































..- I"'-' iloo- ....~
-.04
-.05
-12 -10 - a - 45
- 4 - 2 o 2 6 6 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION EETA ELVATR AII.RON
IA32100) 9 A3205A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO va OF GC BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000IA32101) A3203A-A3202A, CEI.TA CUE TO W14 OF GC BOOSTER 0.000
IA32102) ~ A3204A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO W14 OF GC BOOSTER 0.000IA32103) A3202A-A3201A, CEL TA CUE TO C4B OF GC BOOSTER 0.0001A32104) A3204A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO C4B OF GC BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 J3201A) D MSFC490 GC CELTA BOOSTER B20 0.000
MACH 1.100
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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A3205A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO va OF GC
A3203A-A3202A, CELTA CUE TO W14 OF GC
A3204A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO W14 OF GC
A3202A-A3201A, CELTA CUE TO C4B OF GC
A3204A-A3203A, CELTA CUE TO C4B OF GC
MSFC490 GC CELTA BOOSTER B20
1.460
BETA ELVATR AILRON




BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





























































- 8 - 8 - ..
- 2 o 2 8 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON
(A121001 9 A3205A-A1203A, CELTA CUE TO va OF GO BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.0.00(A321011 A3203A-A3202A, CEL TA DUE TO WI4 OF GC BOOSTER 0.000(A321021 § A3204A-A3201A, CELTA DUE TO W14 OF GC BOOSTER 0.000(A321031 A3202A-A3201A, CELTA OUE TO C4B OF GC sr...oSTER 0.000(A321041 A3204A-A32034, CELTA DUE TO C4B OF GO BOOSTER 0.000 0.000 0.000
(J3201A 1 D MSFC490 GO CELTA BOOSTER B20 0.000
HACH 1.960
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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SREF" 15 .6'60 SQ IN
LREF" 3.09'0 INCHES
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DATA HIST. COOE .E
REFERENCE INFORMATION
aREF IS .8580 se IN
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOSTER
1.0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA HIST. CCCE *E
REFERENCE INFORMATlOO
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOSTER~
'.0 ~_
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOSTER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF B~OSTER
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MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C43W14V8
DATA HIST. CODE *E
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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SCALE O. 0055 SCALI!
MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8 CH3205A) 23 OCT 71 PAGE 90
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DATA HIST. CODE *E
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA HIST. CODE *E
RErERENCE INrORMATIOII
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SREF ".6560 S(I IN
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DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES
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-10 -, o 5 10 20 25 IDa
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S;;T SyMBOL





MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14Ve
MSFC490 GO CELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V6




























































































-aD - , a , 10 20 50
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
IN520'A) () MS~C490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
I H520'B) n MS~C490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8































































































MSFC490 GO OE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
MSFC490 GO OE~TA ar~STER B20C4BW14V8
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-10 - , a , 10 20 25 liD
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL. C~F'ICiURATI~ DESCRIPTI~
(N3205A) (1 MSF'C490 CiO CEL.TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
(H3205B) ~ MSF'C490 CiO OEL.TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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(N3205A) () MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 GD DE~TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
HS~C4eo GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14ve
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OArA SET SYMBOL COOFIGURATIOO CESCRIPTIOO
IN320'AI () MSFC490 GC CELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
I H32U'B) 23 MSFC49U GC CEL TA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 5£T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IN320SAl () MSFC490 GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14VG
IMS205Bl Z! MSFC49D GD DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(N520'AI () HSFC490 GO DELTA 600STER B20C4BW14V8
(H520'SI ~ HSFC490 GO DELTA BrJOSTER B20C4BW14V8
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOSTER
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IM320'A) () MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BWI4V8
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA !lET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlOIl OESCRIPTlOIl
(H320$AI () MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14va
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON -
(M3209A I 9 MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8 0.000 0.000 0.000(H5207A I MSFC490 GO DELTA BOOSTER B20C4BW14V8 6.000 0.000 0.000
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